
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CONFLICTS BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN

EXPLORERS AND THE NATIVE AMERICANS

Conflict Between Native Americans and Colonists. Return to History Standard Three Teaching Tools Index. Benchmark
Addressed: History 3 (Interpretation) Their refusal to conform to European culture angered the colonists.

They understood the land and the environment. Compare and contrast those activities with the ones presented
by Catlin and Palmer. Only after lengthy campaigning, during which army columns frequently entered
Mexico, were the Apaches forced to surrender in the mids. Battle of Point Pleasant The Shawnee had never
given up their claims to western Virginia and interpreted the rapid settlement as acts of aggression. Look at the
source to get an idea of a journal entry. One problem was disease. It began in sixteen seventy-five and
continued for almost two years. Discuss the ways in which Catlin and Palmer relate Indians, wilderness
uncultivated and undeveloped land, occupied by wild animals , and European American structures or
arrangements houses, fences, machines, etc. Source 5 6. In a desperate effort to secure a new reservation on
the tribal homelands, a Modoc chief assassinated Edward R. The Wampanoag Indians provided them with
food. Colonists blames their failure to assimilate the Native Americans into their culture on racial differences
and began to associate all people of color with negative characteristics. Disputes on the southern plains
culminated in the Sand Creek massacre , during which John M. The violence of their confrontations with the
Native Americans resulted in a shift of English attitudes towards other races. Dunmore drew up a plan to trap
the Shawnee between two armies. By setting the boundaries of the newly recognized United States at the
Mississippi River and the Great Lakes, that treaty virtually ensured future conflicts between whites and
resident tribes. Yet resistance to white expansion in the Old Northwest continued as a Shawnee chief,
Tecumseh , molded a large Indian confederation based at Prophetstown. Native Americans, on the other hand,
traditionally regarded the land as a communal resource, with ownership vested in the group rather than in any
one individual. Indians fought among themselves over hunting rights to the territory but the Native American
idea of "right" to the land was very different from the legalistic and individual nature of European ownership.
They might hunt on one area of land for some time, but again they would move on. The settlers in New
England thought Christianity was the one true faith, and that all people should believe in it. Yet problems
began almost immediately. That will be our story next week. They believed, however, that anyone could use
it. To force action, army columns converged upon Indian villages from several directions. Both groups found
this relationship to be successful. Most of the Indians east of the Mississippi River now perceived the colonial
pioneers as a greater threat than the British government. Also unsuccessful was armed resistance among the
Bannocks, Paiutes, Sheepeaters, and Utes in  Miles proved particularly effective. Andrew Jackson led the
counterthrust, winning victories at Tallasahatchee and Talladega before crushing the Creeks at Horseshoe
Bend in  For example, a Shawnee village existed at present-day Point Pleasant and a Delaware village
flourished at Bulltown in present-day Braxton County well into the s. On the Pacific Coast, attacks against the
native peoples accompanied the flood of immigrants to gold-laden California. Notes 1.


